FLIR ONE™ APP

The FLIR ONE app is available for
free on the Apple App Store.
It provides a simple user interface with a variety of
functions for operating your new FLIR ONE device.
And this is just the beginning.

COMING SOON
T H E R M A L A P P S FO R F L I R O N E

FLIR ONE TimeLapse™

FLIR ONE Paint™

Time lapse video lets you quickly observe the often subtle way
things change by “speeding up” time. Combine that with the
thermal imaging power of a FLIR ONE-enabled iPhone 5/5s
and now you can view, capture, and easily share incredible
thermal time lapse movies, showing changes in a scene and its
temperatures over time.

Create and share fun and dramatic photos that blend color and
thermal elements together with your FLIR ONE-enabled iPhone
5/5s. FLIR ONE Paint™ is an easy way to capture color photos
and convert selected elements from color to thermal with
the swipe of your finger. To create images that make selected
objects really stand out!

FLIR ONE Panorama™
Apply the power of your FLIR ONE-enabled iPhone 5/5s to
awe-inspiring panoramic images with FLIR ONE Panorama™.
Capture stunning wide-angle pictures of breathtaking scenery,
then easily save, manage and share them with the world. Get the
“big picture” in a way you’ve never seen it before!

TM

FLIR ONE CloseUp™
The FLIR ONE has both a thermal and standard camera and
takes sharp, optimized photos at distances of 1 meter or more.
With a FLIR ONE enabled iPhone 5/5s, the FLIR ONE CloseUp™
App enables you to take optimized thermal photos at distances
of approximately 12-16 inches allowing you to See the Heat
in more detail.
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